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The Shifted QR Algorithm for Hermitian Matrices 
Communicated by :I. S. Houschol&x- 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = Al be a given &h-order square matrix, and define a sequcncc 
of matrices by 
Ai I- oi c QiRi, (1.1) 
A ii I - q. = R@,, (1.3) 
where Qi is unitx *y and Hi is upper triangular. (We supprfw the identit> 
matrix when it multiplies a scalar.) Then Ai, 1 = Qi*AiQir so the -4 i are 
unitarily similar. If the Ai approach a form in which all elements in the . 
’ last row except the lower-right element are zero: we say the A i are cow 
v~~gmt. If the A 5 are convergent, the lower-right clement converges to 
an eigenvalue of -4. 
The decomposition is unique if bi I. ‘G not an eigenvalue of ;4 and if 
the diagonal elements of Ri ale chosen pmitivc. The scalar (Tit which is 
t Some of the ma.tcria.1 in this pap \V;LS prewnttvl by J. 1;. ‘I’ra11b 111 3 talk, 1)) 
invitation, at the Gatlinburg Symposium on Numerical Al,aebra, April lOt% 
3 Present Address: Vniversity of Washington, Seatllc, Washington. 

denotes a scwnd-order divided differen{*e. 
We stress that the sfquenr(c 7;(A) is not formed q3licitiy. Jtbnkiny 
and Traub i4 i gener:.ite an explicit nonstationary iteration to obtain ;i * 
globally convergent algorithm for polynomials. Their met hod applies 
an iteration to a sequence of rati0na.2 functions converging to a lintqr 
polynomial. Equation (4.7) sl~ows how this situation mav owur for {!I<. L 
The study of the relation bctwxn matrix transforms and functional 
iteration was initiated by IZaucr ’ 1 1. He considered My k -: 1 ant1 wed 
t~.x%nkp3 of analysis quite ciiffewnt from thost: wt shall uw. 
Althcwgh the idea of shifting originated with Fran& 2 ,, ttrc fir3t 
analysis of convcqpcc of shifted Qh! w;b puhli5hd onlv rcw~nll~~ 13~ 
V’ilkinsc~n tr,! and Parlctt and Mm 7 ~. 
If the A i ik~~prCM~‘I1 :I form in whit+ all ckrnt~nt~ in tllc l;t4 r0w r~x~pt 
t.l:e lower-right element are zero, w sky Q I\” il; co~zzwg~~t. 
This definition of convergence differs from the definition (Parlctt 
6j) used for unshifted QR. We state ;L thecrrcm of Wilkins~x~ 9 in our 
t crminolng y . 
but not tridiagonal. IA 
For k > I, choose the solution of (2.6) which is closest to the solution of 
(2.6) for K -- 1. We define this as a Clnss 7%~ shift of order k. 
Note that, if k - 1, Bi*Z?i is nonsingular. If k = 2, Bi*Ri is singular 
only if the last column of -4 i is proportional to c. This means that A ,. has 
convelged. Hence the requirement that I&*N, 1.x nonsingular is an addi- 
tional condition only for Is ‘;a 2. 
We shall show that QR with a Class Two shift may be viewed as a 
generalization of Newton-Raphson iteration applied to a certain sequence 
of rational functions. Furthermore, C&s Two shifts are zeros of “Lanczos 
Ix3lynomials. ’ ’ Finally we shall prove that QR with second-order Class 
Two shifts is convergent for Hermitian matrices. 
It Is Ilot difficult to show that, for a tridiagonal symmetric matrix, 
Class Omt shifts and Class Two shifts of the same order are identical. In 
numerical practice, Hermi tian matrices are gcncrally reduced to real 
svmmetric tridiagonal form before c)R is applied. I-knee our convergence _ 
result i5 primarily of thcoreticxll interest. It may bc vicwcd as ;I coordirMe- 
free thr~orem on convergence. It does, however, have practical appli~~abili ty 
for band matrices. 
Let /(Z(), t 1) . . . ) q,) denote the Pth divided differencee oi j with respect 
to Z{), qr . . . ) z,. The following basic relation i!; cGly 7~erified. 
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Equation (3,8) is, of course, equivalent to (3.7). 
The transformation rule for vi(A) is given by c 
THEOREM 3.2. 
v,,.,(A) = E*R,V,(& q, q) Rj"E. (3. IO) 
Using Lemma 3.2, 
and the result follows. 
Let 
@(A) = det(& - il) = det(A -- A) (3.13j 
denote the characteristic polynomial of A. Let q)$“)(A) = g.+(A) denote 
the characteristic polynomial of the upper-left (N -_ &order principal 
submatrix of A i. It is eas!; to show that 
(3.14) 
15x-m Theorem 3.2 we have that 
det v,,_~ (A) = clet [v,(A, a$, (fJ [IJi’(oi) j-l’j# (3.15) 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) establish the transformation rule for q+(A). 
Fsr the case K = 1, this may be written out explicitly as 
qT;‘i* 1 t’il) ‘I- 
Hence, if pj is an eigmvalue of A, 
Assume that the eigenvalues elf A are distinct. Let V,(A) = $(A) I/ r@(a) 1 
have the partial fraction expansiw 
Then, from (3.16) olr (3.1.7), 
Let 
The transformation rule for nj is given by 
and from I,enma 3.2, it follows tht 
&l -- Gj =-. Yji!i(tJi)yj+. 
The result fohvs from (3.12) and (3.31). 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.21 j
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Proof. From 
(A45 - A) adj(A, - R) = @(A):, 
where @(A) denotes the characteristic polynomial of A, it follows that 
The numeratM is q polynomial: of degree exactly 112 - I with matrix 
coe&ients of order K. The theorem Ml.ows immediately. 
We prove the msjor result of this section. 
PYOO~. The defining equation for a Class One shift may be written 
as det [a,_+1 - A] = 0. 
From Theorem 3.3, we know that 
4-t-t ---ii = r&, - il --f- v&J [74’(Oj) 1-l pi-1, 
and the result follows. 
From the theorem we find immediately 
(44 . 
If k = I, this is just 
which is Newton-Raphson iteration applied to the rational function Q(A~. 
From (3.14) and (4.4) we have that z,.(A) is a rational function wi~r~sc 
numerator is @(A), the characteristic polynomial of A, and whose? de:2u1 a- 
in&m -is ^ (P@)~. *the cbracter.istic polygomial of the upper-left (n --.- f )- 
order prhcipd sx&natrf;ri of Ac. 
We can obtain additional insight into the @ZZ algorithm by the following 
t:onsiderations. Assume that QR is convergent and that the Iower-right 
element converges to p. Then i 
q(A) -p -- A. - (4 3 * 
aenc8 New-ton-Raphson iteration is being applied to a rational function _. 
t~h$h is converging to a linear polynomial; 
Tn the case of arbitrary k it follows frcql Theorem 4.1 that all zeros 
of am are eigenvalues of A and that z#) ha:+ at least one zero. Equation 
(4.5) gives the shift as a gewmh’aed Nezoton-IZaplzsosl itevntim. (Equation 
4.3 gives a generalized Newton-Raphson iteration appropriate tc poles.) 
The matrix z’(I) is bounded away from zero. Indeed, wc have 
Proof. Partition A, as 
:!i hi 
Ap= b.” 
[ 1 1 d4i ’ 
where ai is a (k, k) matrix and <P/i s a (PI - k, IZ -- kj matrix. Then it is 
easy to show that 
2j(A) = aj - ii .- bi*(.di -. l,)s-lbj, 
and the result follows. 
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5. CLASS 1 WO SHIFTS 
\Ve remind the reader that (z Class Two shift (To satisfies 
det i&*(/i j - A)H,‘j = 0, t 11 ‘5 + . . . 
where h’, = (e, Ag, . . . , A i k-le) and where &*I$ is assumed nonsingular. 
We prove a lemma which is analogous to Lemma 3.2. 
P~o3f. Since the 
s.* = s 
(15.2) _ 
Since 6.3) 
knv. 
diagonal elements of Iii art: positive, $(l) j* y=. yi(lf, 
follows immediatelv from (54, we need prow only ” 
From the definition of QR transform we cc?n easily shwv that . 
An application of Lemma 3.2 with Ii - 1 yields 
SHIFTED QR ALGORITHM 
Hence, bv Lemma 5.1, .a 
(5.t;) 
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and 
Proof. The proof is analogous to thv proof of Theorem 4.1. 
and the result follows. 
Let fit(*) = Hi = det /zi and 
H,‘“‘(A) .= Iii(A) r= det 
. . ., *.(“’ - ‘A 
. . 
. 
I . . ., 
rAiM--l~ 
. . ., 2” 
The Lanczos polvnumial x;(“)(jl) r- xi(l) is clc!fincd ‘3, p. 23 ” 
polynomial 
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(6.4) 
,x .(OJ 
z J 
2 .(I) -- ,i(o)] 
t l , 
. . . , 
. 
=., (- 1)” de; 
* 
bc.(I, 
1 
-- 1) 
t # q(k) - @-13;1 l ) . ..) 
1, 0, . . ., 
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7. GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
Before proving this theorem we introduce some new notation and 
then prove a number of inequalities. 
Rather than dealing with the B, matrix which has linearly independent 
columns, it is convenient o introduce a matris with orthogonal columns 
which span the same subspace. We can write 
where I$ is a unit upper-triangular matrix and &*I”, is diagonal. Then 
det [B,*(A i - A)&] I- det[S,*(.& - A)B& 
Let 
Then 
&.(jL+i)(&.)e, j-1:0,1 ,..., k- 1, ( 1) 7. 
where xi(j)@) is the Lanczos polynomial defined by (6.4). A proof of w 
(7.1) in a somewhat different setting may be found in Householder i3, 
p. 22j. Define 
The sVmbo1 Ii 9 11 denotes the Euclidean vector norm. We have, for w 
all manic polynomials g;(j) of degree j, i ==: 0, 1, . . . , k, 
equality being attained for gr(j) T-X= isi? See Lanczos i.5 ja 
From @A), 
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SHIF’lTI~ 5.H ALGORI’I’HM 
By Theorem 6.1, the shift satisfies am@) -= 0. llet I 
jp(A) = (A - Oi)(R - q). 
Define 
As earlier, 
151 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
From (3X), with k = I, 
;! I”&Qe’ j = yi- 2 , (7%) 
(7.8) 
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Neglecting the contribution of \I&[/ and using (WI), we find 
= 
9p 2 7$(q) $- 
[l + (a,: - ai(l))z~&ri) I2 
-._- __.. - ___- .___.L___ -- ___-- 
P 
2 
_+ 
(ai - oi)2 
i 
_.-__-2__~-._ 
Yi 
;jt lx2 + (G 
i 
- af(1))2]7~i2(af) f- 2(0$ - OCi(l))Z’i(bi) -+ 1) 
+ 
1 
-c.._ 
y? 
(ap - o,)? 
Finding the minimum, as a function of vi(q), of the expression in braces, 
we have 
Using (6.3) and (6.4), 
&y3(itl)) z [41)]2 - q(2), 
Also ) 
P .:! t I, i/b,‘l’ij2 z e*(_di -- ai(l =_1 a.(2) _._ (ad(l))s, L 
Hence 
xi’2’(gi(1)) L;=-I (xi(l) - ai)(aifl) - t,cji) z - pigs 
Since q is the zero of xif2) closest to ~~~(11, we conclude that 
[ai -- q[ < /ii, /tIci (I) --_- Oil 2 jl.3,. 
Using (7.10) in (7.9), 
and the result follows. 
yi-2 > -_! _. j_ !!Y 
“,” 942 . 1_ Vi2 
(7 4 c . 
(7.10) 
(7.1 I j 
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PFOO/. The inequality on the right was obtained in the Lemma 7.1. I 
I+ definition, J 
u ” i+1== ,/ItA j+_l - $),)t? j. , I 
By the minimum property ($.2), 
which proves the left inequality. 
I i 
I- 
I -- i I Q i*e i 8 l 
PPW$ The inequality on the right follows from 
(Xl), (7.4, and (7.4, 
j!i;l ZZC 
and, by (73, 
and the result follows. 
Prooj. From Lemmas 7.2 ,znd 7.3, 
(7.13) 
(i. 14) 
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